Main features

- Stainless steel construction
- Peel and Core the Pineapple in only one fluid motion
- Possibly to use one container type GN1/1 - 6” high under the machine
- Easy dismantling without any tools
- Easy Cleaning
- Security system that prevents the pusher falls down in an unexpected way.
- Dimensions: (H×L×W): 28.5” × 17.75” × 15.5”
- Approx. shipping weight—49 lbs
- 2 year parts warranty, 1 year labor.

Optional Accessories

- Blade and 3” pusher (PNC 653656)
- Blade and 3.5” pusher (PNC 653657)
- Blade and 4” pusher (PNC 653658)

Pineapple Peeler-Corer
Manual Peeler

601570 (PP70001) Pineapple Peeler-Corer, Blade and pusher 3.5” included

Short Form Specification

Item No. ____________________________

Unit to be Electrolux Dito Pineapple Peeler-Corer. Thanks to its small tabletop design, it is easy to handle and to position. Peels and Cores in one fluid motion. Easy to dismantle and clean. Wide selection of interchangeable blade assemblies.
The company reserves the right to make modifications to the products without prior notice. All information correct at time of printing.